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Raminta ŠERKŠNYTE ─ Composer 
 

Mastery of her subject is what is characteristic of this Lithuanian-born pianist and composer, if she uses forms found in 
minimalism, late romanticism or jazz, an individual language is created out of foreign words, a dramatic act out of  

separate emotions, Baltic mysticism out of melancholia. 
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Raminta Šerkšnytė first appeared on the Lithuanian musical scene in the 1990s and has - up until now - suc-
cessfully maintained her position as one of the best known Lithuanian composers of recent times.  
 
In her creative work the language of postromantic music combines with stylistic features of (post)minima-
lism, jazz, and the avant-garde. From her very first pieces, the composer's music surprises with its intense 
emotional expression and rationally composed structures in harmony with one another; her mastery of form 
and instrumentation, the complicated cobweb of rhythmic textures and an instinctive feel for harmony re-
sult in the unusually strong artistic impression left by her work. 
 
Admired by conductors like Mirga Gražinytė-Tyla, Giedrė Šlekytė & soloists like Gidon Kremer, Hugo Ticciati, 
Arditti Quartett   
 
Highlights: numerous works performed by the CBSO, just recently »Fires« (originally commissioned by BR 
Symphony Orchestra and Mariss Jansons) on European tour including performances at Brucknerhaus Linz 
and Vienna Musikverein; performances also by Kremerata Baltica, BOL, OPhdRF  
Works: »De profundis« for strings performed more than 140 times worldwide; other well-known orchestral 
pieces include »Icebergas«, »Mountains in the mist« 
Opera: her first operatic composition »5 Mary’s Miracles« successfully premiered at Vilnius Opera in spring 
2017; is still in the repertoire of Vilnius Opera 
upcoming: Oratorio »Songs of Sunset and Dawn« performed in Lithuania (June 2018) and then at Baltic Sea 
Festival (September 2018 with Swedish Radio Choir), conductor: Giedrė Šlekytė  
upcoming highlights & plans: portrait CD with DG (spring 2020), piano concerto 2021/22  


